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 one is grateful at least for the consequent freshness of
 a major. Apart from musical qualities, it is scarcely logical
 to connect, as in one sentence the distinct passages ending
 "lift them up for ever " and " day by day we magnify * "
 but it should be the province of the composer to enforce
 and not confuse his test.

 Andvante. For the Organ. Composed by J. Makinson Fox.

 A CONCISE melody of two strains, with eight Variations.
 The fourth of these presents the theme in canon, at least
 so far as the first strain, and the second strain is imitated
 if not strictly canonic. The last Variation is in the style of
 a March, and the melody is scarcely improved by being
 thus modified. The author appears to have been at sea on
 the subject of rhythm, and at sea without compass, for in
 one place (Var. 2) he gives half a bar short of the lawful
 measure, and elsewhere he divides the same phrases
 diversely in different Variations, making them sometimes
 to begin on the third and sometimes on the first crotchet of
 abar. This subject of bar-lines is strangely little under-
 stood by composers, so the writer of the present piece is by
 no means without company in his shortcomings * but it is
 one that demands and will well repay special study, since
 it is of grave importance to metrical propriety. In other
 respects, the piece is decidedly clever, and evinces intimate
 knowledge of organ effects.

 " The eyes of alt wait qlpon Thee, O Lord." Earvest
 Anthem. Composed by W. Taylor, Mus. Bac., Oson.

 TEE idea set forth in this anthem is of a gradual accumu-
 lation of power, showing the constant expansion of thank-
 fulness in the hearts of the devout. Thus, it begins with a
 bass solo, which is succeeded by a trio for the three adult
 voices, and this is followed by a semi-chorus written in four
 parts, the full choir being reserved for the final movement.
 Organ composers, particularly those who have much the
 habit of playin on their instrument, are sometimes prone
 to incertitude, or at least obscurity, in their part-writing -
 it is so easy to use a finger or two more or less in one chord
 than the ne2ct, that one cannot now and then help doubling
 a salient note, even though its progression be unaccount-
 able, and still less does it seem possible to help enriching a
 chord in the organ part with notes that have no place in
 the vocal score. This explains, if not justifies, the confu-

 sion of F and F =, and the leap from C> to G in bars 1 and

 2 score 3, of page S. It is more novel than satisfa tory that
 tle third movement is mostly in the key of Bb (though
 signed with but one flat), while those which pr cede and
 follow it are in the little analogous key of a. The full
 chorus has too much modulation and too many chromatic
 harmonies, to express the jubilation implied in the words.

 " ZotGse of Israel." FuLl Anthem. Composed by Charles
 IIenry Shepherd.

 THE first movement of this piece is in the free if not
 chromatic style, having general melodiousness and some
 pleasing soft harmonies. It consists of but eight bars
 which are first given to the organ alone, and then repeated
 by the voices. It fails in clearness, until the reader can
 reverse the position of the bar-lines in his mind, so that he
 may throw the chief accent throughout on the second half
 of the bar; this, as was remarked in speakinffl of Mr. iFos's
 "Andante," is a matter of more importance than writers
 generally appear to consider it, and our young composer
 will do wi8ely to give it serious consideration in future pro-
 ductions. The nest movement somewhat stultifies the
 definition "Full Anthem," since it is written foravocal
 quartet only; but it is even shorter than the preceding, and
 the chorus is resumed for the phrase which completes its
 verbal and its rhythmical sense, so tha.t the employment of
 the 8010 voices is as a piece of colouring rather than as an
 incident in the plan. This choral entry gives appropriate
 emphasis to the words "But standeth fast for ever," de-
 scribing Mount Zion as the symbol of " those that put their
 trust in the Lord." A capitally sustained movement follows
 which fully makes up for the brevity of the two preceding
 and which owes much of its truly forcible efect to the pre-
 valence of suspended discords- there is nothing to compare
 for breadth with this style of harmony, and its use in choral
 vrriting, especially for the Church, is most judicious. The
 final portion of the Anthem is a resumption of the theme of
 the quartet, which is allotted now to all the body of voices
 and estended to a completeness which it has not when it is
 first announced. The whole ends softly in a manner that
 cannot fail to leave a pleasant impression. The Anthem
 has very decided merit, and is worthy the attention of those
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 has very decided merit, and is worthy the attention of those

 who have the opportunity to bring such music into public
 use. Mr. Shepherd is stated to be an Associate of the
 Academy, and he does credit to his schooling.

 Sonata Rz E minor. For Pianoforte and Violoncello.
 By Walter Maefarren.

 We are glad to find that, in spite of the many demands
 upon his time, Mr. Maefarren continues to give us works
 moulded in that classical form which appeals not to the
 many, because it proves that the commercial spirit of the
 day does not so thoroughly rule our English composers as
 to make them unmindful of the truest interests of their art.
 The Sonata before us is we think destined to take a high
 rank amongst the compositions of its class, for it is not only
 excellently written throughout for both instruments, but is
 50 extremely melodious as to be certain to win its way
 even with an audience incapable of appreciating many of
 its mor0 recondite merits. The first movement, in E minor,
 is based upon a charming theme, first given out by the
 violoncello. The pianoforte passages which follow are
 most skilfully woven in with the violoncello part, and a
 cantabile subject, richly accompanied, gives muc'h relief
 to the animated writing which precedes it. We greatly
 admire th0 manner in which portions of the original
 melody appear in various keys before its return in E minor
 and th0 conclusion of the movement i8 exceedingly brilliant
 and effective, the showy pianoforte part being in excellent
 contrast with the more quiet passages for the violoncello.
 The Scherzo, in G major, which follows, begins with a
 vivacious and striking theme for the pianoforte, the two
 instruments being afterwards united in animat0d converss
 tional phrases of much interest. The second subject, a
 quiet melody, with a chord accompaniment, contrasts well
 with the playful opening; and a coda, formed of fragments
 of the first subject, brings the movement to an eigective
 conclusion. In a Sonata of such pretension w0 seem to
 miss a developed slow movement; but in its place we have
 an Adagto, marked " Piu tosto Recitativo," which appears
 a sort of dreamy meditation upon the principal subject in
 the first movement, and merely serves as an Inter?nezzo to
 introduce the final Rondo with additional effect. This
 begins in the Tonic major, with a Cantabile theme for the
 pianoforteX the violoncello afterwards playing the melody
 with the piano, an octave below. Some eflective passages
 for both instruments then lead to a second subject in C
 sharpminorfor the violoncello- and amongst the points
 worth noticing we must mention the unexpected intro-
 duction of the opening theme in F major, before its re-entry
 in the original key, and the modulation of the second
 subJect into A minor, the management of all these changes
 of key showing a thorollgh mastery over the resources o'f
 harmony, without any pedantic attempt at a mere display
 of learning. We regret that in our necessarily brief notice
 of this Sonata we can but indicate somev of the many
 beauties which it contains, but we hope that enough has
 been said to draw attention to the composition and to lead
 violoncellists as well as pianists to examine it and judge for
 themselves. It would be faint praise to the composer to say
 that he has merely sustained his reputation, for an artist
 should always progress; and we are glad therefore to record
 our conscientious conviction that this is byfar the best
 work we have yet seen signed by his name.

 Mon Reve. Impromptu, pour le Piano; par J. N. Perger.

 THIS little sketch has an exceedingly melodious and
 quietly harmonized theme for its principal subject; but
 little i8 attempted in the way of development. The melody
 in the subdominant is treated in the usual dream-like
 manner, with an accompaniment of semiquarrers in ptano
 chords, which may be madeeffective with a refined touch.
 M. Perger writes gracefully; but pieces like "Mon R6ve"
 Wiu scarcely make a name.

 Theshadow orz my heart. Song. Composed by Arthur
 O'Leary.

 Iy Mr. O'Leary's songs should succeed in making their
 way through the crowd of conventional ballads which block
 up the musical thoroughfare in the present day, it may be
 a( cepted as a wholesome sign of the times * for it cannot be
 said that they have been much aided in their progress bg
 any of our popular vocalists. Whether as a rule public
 singers everread reviews we cannot tell * but there is no
 question that they would by doing so constantly have songg
 brought under their notice which they might otherwise
 never hear of; and it would certainly be additionally grati-
 fying to those whose duty it i8 to draw attention to the
 merits of a new composer if they could think that pro-
 fessional, as well as amateur, artists would be influenced by
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 of careful thought highly creditable to the composer J. B. (:R.rMER AND Go..
 although we can scarcely reconcile ourselves to the 4-2, Maq¢ificat and Nuqtc Dimtftis. In the key of C. Com-
 with the dissonant note rising in the upper part, in the posed by Lizzie Wheeler.
 chord before the first pause. The pianoforte accompani- THIS is a remarkable publication. Let our first remark
 ment is independent of the voices, awnd appears essential be on the seeming inconsistency of announcing with a nick-
 to the composition. name-and by no means a sweet sounding one-the author

 of a sacred composition. " Lizzie " may have an endearing
 CEAPPELL AND CO. 60und in a family circle and among familiar friends, but it

 Sctberzo; from Beethoven's String Quartett in G major, scarcely elicits the respect that should be due to one who
 Op. 18. Transcribed for the Pianoforte by Berthold Tours. writes for the Church, aiming to lead the thoughts of wor-

 TRE multiplication of pianoforte arrangements of cla6sical shippers. Let our next be on the very great merit of the
 works originally written for other instruments is one of the music, which is fresh, unrestrained, totally unconventional
 most hopeful signs of the times. Good music must be if not conspicuous for originality, and certain to please if it
 always welcome; and although but a feeble notion of the be efficiently performed. One more remark must be on its
 real beauty of a composition can be obtained by a " Trans- being the production of a lady, the rarity of the case making
 cription," as it is popularly called, it is an agreeable it remarkable * but the music having nothing in it to dis-
 reminiscence to persons who are familiar with the music, tinguish it from male authorship, even authorship of high
 and may lead those who hear it fot the first time to take an pretensions. It would have been well had the fir composer
 early opportunity of becoming acquainted with it in the paid a little more attention to verbal accent, than to set the
 form bequeathed to the world by its composer. Mr. Tours word " Saviour " with a dotted minim on the first of the
 takeshighrank amongst the many arrangers of the day, bartothesecondsyllable,or"regardad"withasyncopated
 for he not ouly understands the instrument he writes for, minim to the last syllable. There is so much modulation
 bllt treats the work he handles with becoming reverence. in both of the Canticles, that "the key of C " prevails but
 The Scherzo before us is a good specimen of careful and through a small portion of each. For the most part, the
 judicious translation, the passages lying so pleasantly under changes of key are highly effective, aald are illto ,such
 the hand as to give but little trouble to the performer. If tonalities as bear satisfactory affinity to the original- but
 well played, few persons who do not know the quartett the digression into D shortly before the ertd of the " Nunc
 would ever imagine that the piece was not composed for the Dimittis," with the lominant pedal in this key may not be
 pianoforte; and, both for practice and performance, it may comprehended in the above observation for ;t is out of
 therefore be warmly recommended to amawteurs in search of place where it occurs, and could scarceiy be appropriate
 novelty. anywhere. The major key of the supertonic is perhaps, of
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 Farewell. Romance pour Piano.
 The Dreaqn. Romance pour Piano.

 Par Arthur Polinski.
 IF these two pieces are put forward ag specimeng of the

 style of a new candidate for public favour he will hav
 small chance, we fear, of making himself heard in the
 crowd. " Farewells " and " Dreams " in mu8icn as in poetry,
 have been so often used as themes for authors to exercise
 their talents UpOll, th&t, unless a, writer has something new
 to say about them, the public will assuredly pass them over
 with a silence more discouraging thaen the most adverse
 criticism. To sa,y the very best that we can upon the first
 Romance, it is graceful and mild-never soaring above
 what any cultivated musician would play extempore, and
 never sinking below the standard of respectability. The
 " Dream " we like better. There is charactel in the
 figure which accompanies the theme, and the melody
 evinces a refinement of feeling which should we think
 produce higher results. Perhaps the compover is reserving
 his power, and if so we shall be glad to meet with him on &
 future occasion.

 T/le Soldier Love-. Song. Words by Lovelace. Music
 by (J. L. Coghlan.

 MR. COGHLAN has we think been somewhat fettered in
 the composition of this song by his determination to adhere
 to an accompaniment the character of which is scarcely
 sufficiently winning to be worth preserving. We know how
 fascinating this style of writing is to the author, and how
 easy it seems when met with in the works of such consum-
 mate artists as Schubert, for instance; but in the hands of
 inexperienced composers it is dangerous, and, as in the
 case before us, is very apt to lead both to bad melody and
 bad harmony. The theme of this song would flow agreeably
 enough with a quiet and well considered accompaniment
 but let Mr. Coghlan look carefully through his cornposition
 and see whether (apart from the figure so constantly used)
 he has written a good bass to his melody * we know this is
 a powerflll test, but it is the only true one.

 The Lord ts eny lighl. Duet for Soprano and Contloalto.
 Composed by Sonus.

 ALTHOUG1S laying no claim to originality, this unpre-
 tentious sacred duet may prove thoroughly satisfactory
 both to vocalists and listeners who are contented with aU
 smooth and musician-like treatment of the words. The
 voice-parts are carefully written, and the accompaniment
 throughout is in good keeping with the character of the
 test. If we could have had a triad, instead of a chord of
 the 6th, on the first note of the 9th bar in page 5, we should
 infinitely have preferred it; but this is the only point
 where we differ in opinion from the composer, who has
 really harmonized the duet very well.
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 their opinions. The beauties of the song before us do not
 lie upon the surface, for Mr. O'Leary never writes common-
 place phrases; and the poetical feelingwhich pervades it
 therefore, unless revealed to the listeners by & sympathetic
 vocalist, will remain for ever hidden. The placid accom-
 paniment in the opening bars contrasts well with the
 agitated arpeggtos at the change of key * and an excellent
 effect is gained by the lingering OT] the minor ninth upon
 the dominant, before the voice re-enters with the origina.l
 subject. On the whole we consider this one of the most
 intellectual of its co-mprer's vocal pieces, which we find, by
 the list on the title-page, are lLOW fast lnultiplying.

 The Vsndmit7,. Song. Words by the Rev. H. W. Pullen.
 The music by C. J. :Read.

 THE danger of cornposing music to songs the words of
 which tempt you to preserve a continuous figure in the
 accompaniment, is that the instrumental part may override
 the vocal to- «ch an extent that the melody becomes a rnere
 bald succession of notes to fit in with the accompaniment.
 The best remedey for this is to test the voice part by itself
 for assuredly if it possess but small abstract interest, the
 song will have no solid worth. We do not say that Mr
 Read has altogether failed in writing an effective melody
 but his unceasing semiquavers, presumed to represent the
 action of the mill, which " goes on all day," have evidently
 prevented hi# thinking sufficiently of the due expression
 of his vocal theme. In spite of thishowever, there is much
 to admire in the song- the harmonies are natural, and the
 modulations give a life to the composition which to a certain
 eHent relieves the monotonous ef3 ect inseparable from the
 nature of the ccompanimett.

 March of the Choristers, for the Pianoforte.
 Eity's Re:?ly. Song. Woras by Alfred B. Allen.

 Composed by Alfred B. Allen.
 THE harmonies of this march are scarcely those which we

 think would be agreeable to the ears of " Choristers."
 Beginning, strangely enough, upon a 4-2, we have a
 succession of chords in the introduction which appear by
 no means suited to usher in so simple a subject as Mr. Allen
 has taken for the theme of his composition. We will not
 attempt to pass through the March alld point out what
 particular harmonies we dislike, because no doubt the com-
 poser will say that this is a mere matter of opinion * but
 the drop of two consecutive fifths between bass and treble
 in the dirst bar of page 5 (G, D-F, C), is a fact we think
 beyond dispute. The melody of the song, if not very
 oziginal, is at least pretty * and although rather too fully
 harmonized, there is little objection to be made to the
 accompaniment. We should however advise Mr. Allen not
 to be his own poet in future songs.

 TAwe Distaelt Sea. Four-part Song. Written by Philip
 i?. Aldred. Composed by Gabriel Davis.

 57EE themelof this song is simple and melodious, and the
 voice-parts written throughout with an ease which shows
 ar C>Yoriorefoz hanZ rrhP hf.rntrnina nVinr>n £1.n n.malint.
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